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Combining the self- onsistent theory of lo alization and the dynami al
mean-eld theory, we present a theoreti al approa h apable of des ribing
both self-trapping of harge arriers during the pro ess of polaron formation and disorder-indu ed Anderson lo alization. By onstru ting random
samples for the lo al density of states (LDOS) we analyze the distribution
fun tion for this quantity and demonstrate that the typi al rather than
the mean LDOS is a natural measure to distinguish between itinerant and
lo alized states. Signi ant polaron ee ts on the mobility edge are found.
PACS numbers: 71.38.k, 72.10.Di, 71.35.Aa
The question of how the ele tron-phonon (EP) intera tion inuen es the
lo alization transition

aused by disorder [1℄, i.e. by strong impurity-indu ed

spatial u tuations in the potential energy, has been addressed by Anderson
about thirty years ago [2℄. He
EP

alled attention to the parti ular importan e of

oupling ee ts in the vi inity of the so- alled mobility edge, separating

itinerant (extended) and lo alized states. Nevertheless, there is as yet not
mu h theoreti al work even for the simplest

ase of a single ele tron moving

in a disordered, deformable medium.
As a rst step towards addressing this problem, in Ref. [3℄ the singleparti le Holstein model with site-diagonal, binary-alloy-type disorder was
studied within the dynami al mean eld approximation (DMFA) [4℄. The
DMFA, however,



annot (fully [3℄) dis riminate between itinerant and
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lo alized states, mainly be ause the randomness is treated at the level of
the

oherent potential approximation. In order to remedy this short oming,

re ently the authors [5℄ adopted the statisti al DMFA (statDMFA) [6℄ to
the AndersonHolstein Hamiltonian,

H=
where
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denotes the ele tron transfer amplitude,
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is the frequen y of

is the polaron shift, and the on-site energies

f i g

are assumed to be independent random variables with probability density

p(i ) = (1= )( =2

ji j).

The statDMFA is essentially a probabilisti

method (in the sense of the self- onsistent theory of lo alization [7℄), based

on the

onstru tion of random samples for the physi al quantities of interest.

As a natural measure of the itineran y of a polaron state, we

p
K (J~ = J K )

onsider

the tunneling rate from a given site, dened  on a Bethe latti e with
onne tivity
fun tion

i (!) = (J~2 =K )

K
X
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 as the imaginary part of the hybridization
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Nl (!) = (1=)ImGl (!)

where

is the lo al density of states (LDOS). The LDOS, dire tly

onne ted to the

lo al amplitude of the ele tron wave fun tion, undergoes a qualitative
upon lo alization implying a vanishing tunneling rate
state at energy

!.
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hange

for a lo alized

The lo al single-parti le Green fun tion and the related
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hybridization fun tion are given by (
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respe tively. We now ignore that the fun tions on the r.h.s. of
be

; fGl; Hl; lg

al ulated for the Bethe latti e with the site

repla ement

fGli ; H li;  ilg
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should

i removed, i.e. we make the
K as the

, and furthermore take

typi al number of terms even for the

entral site. Finally, the EP self-energy

ontribution is determined in the limit
lo al and, in terms of a

 il ;

H li

K

! 1.

The self-energy is then

ontinuous fra tion expansion, takes the form

l (z ) =

Ep 1

;
(4)
E2
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1
with [Fl (z )℄
= z p i Hl(p) (z ) and Hl(p) (z ) = Hl (z p ). Here the
energy shift keeps tra k of the number of virtual phonons (0 <p<M ). Re-

[Fl (z )℄
(1)

1

p

l

gardless of the lo al EP self-energy, the statDMFA takes spatial u tuations
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of, e.g., the LDOS into a

ount and provides an adequate des ription of

disorder ee ts. Due to the randomness in the on-site energies, the tunneling rate and

onsequently the LDOS is a random variable, and the question

of whether it vanishes or not depends on the probability density exhibiting
dierent features for itinerant and lo alized states [1, 7℄. In parti ular, the
dieren e between the mean and typi al LDOS,

N

mean

N
X
(!) = N1 Ni (!)
i

obtained by the arithmeti

"

and

#
N
X
1
N (!) = exp
log Ni (!) ;
N
typ

i

and geometri

(5)

mean of the LDOS, respe tively,

is a useful measure to dis riminate between extended and lo alized states.

N mean (!) > 0 but N typ (!) ! 0 indi
In the numeri al work, we
s heme for

Hl(p)

ates a lo alized state at energy

!.

al ulated the LDOS by solving a re ursion

whi h depends on

Starting from an initial random

Kj

's,

KHj(l)

's, . . . , and

KHj(M )

's.

onguration for the independent vari-

Hl(p) , whi h is su essively updated with a sampling te hnique similar
to the one des ribed in Ref. [7℄, we onstru ted self- onsistent random sam(p)
8
ples for Hl , using K = 2, N = 100 000, M = 35, and  = 10
.
ables

Without disorder, the physi al properties of the Holstein model are de-

termined by two intera tion parameters,

~ = Ep =2J~ and g2 = Ep =

, and

~ = =J~. Polaron formation sets in provided that
~ & 1=pK and g2 & 1. Of ourse, the internal stru ture of the polaron
depends on ~ .
Disorder ae ts polaron states quite dierently in the adiabati ( ~  1),
non-adiabati ( ~  1), and antiadiabati ( ~  1) ases. Without EP oupling, i.e. in the pure Anderson model, the riti al disorder strength needed
~ 0 ) omplete  2:25, where W~ 0 = 4J~. In the weak
to lo alize all states is ( =W

the adiabati ity ratio

EP

oupling regime, it has been shown that the quantum interferen e needed

for lo alization is signi antly suppressed by inelasti

polaron-phonon s at-

tering pro esses [5℄: States above the opti al phonon emission threshold are
more di ult to lo alize than the
very strong EP

orresponding bare ele tron states. In the

oupling regime, extremely weak disorder turns itinerant

into lo alized polaron states. Surprisingly, the ratio

~
W

( =W~ ) omplete , where

is the band width of the lowest polaron subband, is almost the same as

for a bare ele tron. In fa t, in the non-adiabati
where the band

ollapse

strong EP

oupling regime,

hanges only the overall energy s ale, disorder af-

fe ts a polaron in a similar way as a bare ele tron. For example, the LDOS
and mobility edges are symmetri
In the adiabati

( f. Fig. 1).

intermediate-to-strong EP

oupling regime the physi s is

mu h more involved. Here the band dispersion of the lowest subband signif-
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Fig. 1. Mean and typi al LDOS for the lowest polaron subband in the non-adiabati
~ = 9:0, ~ = 2:25, and J = 0:5). The pronoun ed
strong EP oupling region (
disorder-indu ed broadening of the LDOS o urs be ause the variation of the onsite energies = 0:001 is on the order of the strongly renormalized band width
~.
W
i antly deviates from a res aled bare band [8℄, leading to a strong asymmetri

LDOS. Spe i ally, the states at the bottom of the subband are mostly

ele troni

and rather mobile due to long-range tunneling indu ed by EP

oupling, whereas the states at the top of the subband are rather phononi
and immobile [8℄. As a dire t

onsequen e, the states at the zone boundary

are very sus eptible to disorder, i.e. the

riti al disorder strength needed

to lo alize these states is mu h smaller than for states at the bottom, and,
from the results for the typi al LDOS, we nd asymmetri
(see Fig. 2). Moreover,

responding ratio for a bare ele tron. Thus,
at intermediate EP

mobility edges

( =W~ ) omplete  2:8, whi h is larger than the

ouplings, an adiabati

or-

ontrary to naive expe tations,

polaron is even more di ult to

lo alize than a bare ele tron.
It is very instru tive to dis uss the behaviour of the probability density
of the LDOS and the

orresponding probability distribution.

both quantities have to be
pro edure.

al ulated self- onsistently within our sampling

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the dramati

probability density of
transition by

Note that

Nl (!)

hange of the

when the system undergoes the lo alization

rossing the mobility edge. In the region of lo alized states,

the probability density for the LDOS is broad and very asymmetri
a

onsequen e, the mean LDOS is not representative.

and, as
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: Mean and typi al LDOS in the adiabati intermediate-to~ = 1:0, ~ = 0:25, J = 0:5). Note that N mean (! )
strong EP oupling region (
is almost perfe tly approximated by the DMFA. At about ! = 1:13 the se ond
polaroni subband starts. Lower panel: Probability density of the LDOS for four
representative energies ! . The inset shows the probability distribution, i.e., the
umulant of the probability density.
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In

on lusion, in terms of the Anderson Holstein model, we have demon-

strated that the statDMFA, whi h a

ording to the spirit of Anderson's early

work [1℄ fo uses on distribution fun tions and asso iates typi al rather than
mean values to physi al quantities, yields a proper des ription of disordered
ele tron-phonon systems.
The work has been supported by the Deuts he Fors hungsgemeins haft
through SP 1073.
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